Workshop on Culture, Self, and Social Relationships

Kokoro Research Center, Kyoto University
Large Meeting Room (3rd Floor), Inamori Center

June 28, 2011
3:00p.m. – 6:00p.m.
3:00p.m. – 3:05p.m.
Introductory remark: Yukiko Uchida

3:05p.m. – 3:35p.m.
Steven J. Heine (University of British Columbia)
Positive Self-Views, East and West

3:35p.m. – 4:05p.m.
Vinai Norasakkunkit (Minnesota State University)
Unpackaging Cultural Differences in Social Anxiety: The Role of Self-Construal,
Self-Enhancement, and Holistic Cognition

4:05p.m. – 4:35p.m.
Kosuke Takemura (Kyoto University)
Being Different Leads to Being Connected: On the Adaptive Function of
Uniqueness in "Open" Societies

4:35p.m. – 5:05p.m.
Beth Morling (University of Delaware)
How Does Social Support Feel? It Depends on Who You Ask

5:05p.m. – 5:25p.m.
Comments by Yukiko Uchida (Kyoto University)

5:25p.m. – 6:00p.m.
Open Discussion
**Address**
Inamori Center BLDG. 2FL.
46 Shimoadachi-cho, Yoshida, Sakyo-ku
Kyoto 606-8501 Japan

**Direction from Kyoto JR Station**
- **Cab**: The journey takes about 30 minutes. Please show the following message to the driver:
  目的地：荒神橋東詰（こうじんばしひがしづめ）の 稲盛財団記念館
  住所：京都市左京区吉田下阿達町 46

- **Kyoto City Bus**: The journey takes about 30 minutes and cost 220 yen.
  Take bus #205 or #4, and get off at “Kojin-guchi.” Five minutes’ walk from the bus stop to the center.

- **Kyoto Bus**: The journey takes about 30 minutes and cost 220 yen.
  Take bus #17, get off at “Kojin-bashi,” and cross the road to east.

**Direction from Jingu Marutamachi Station (Keihan Railway)**
Five minutes’ walk northward on Kawabata street.